
JOURNAL PAPER WRITING SOFTWARE

At recent times, many of you rise to the question why to use Journal Paper Writing Software? Now, it becomes one of
the hottest issues deals.

Figshare â€” Manage your research in the cloud and control who you share it with or make it publicly
available and citable. Tech savvies welcome open source projects such as OpenOffice and LibreOffice.
Direct2experts â€” A federated network of biomedical research expertise. Profeza â€” Showcasing the
unvalued work behind each article to provide new, more accurate way of evaluating researchers. ImpactStory
â€” Share the full story of your research impact. VisTrails â€” Scientific workflow and provenance
management system that supports data exploration and visualization. Typewrite â€” A simple, real-time
collaborative writing environment. Project Noah â€” Explore and document wildlife on this citizen scientists
platform. Some may argue that using LaTex to write academic papers is too complicated. Google Charts â€”
Create live and interactive charts in your browser. DataCite â€” Establish easier access to research data by
providing persistent identifiers for data. Sweave â€” Allows to embed the R code for complete data analyses in
latex documents. That is, you can import the required text form relevant previous papers in existence.
Biospecimens â€” Platform for biospecimen-based research. Researchers can also maximize the exposure of
their work by placing their manuscripts in Paper repositories. Dat data â€” Open source, decentralized data
tool for distributing datasets small and large. ContentMine â€” Uses machines to liberate ,, facts from the
scientific literature. Zenodo â€” A home for the long-tail of science, enabling researchers to share and preserve
any research outputs. Bio-Protocol â€” Online peer-reviewed protocol journal. Now, it becomes one of the
hottest issues deals with those who write a journal paper. The same is valid for bibliographies. Benchling â€”
Life science data management and collaboration platform. Wolfram Alpha â€” Web-based tools for scientific
calculations. Whereas, the research community is much more adventurous and has embraced the type-setting
system, Latex as their writing medium. Also, you can shuffle your research work paper as your comfort
schedule. MyExperiment â€” Share workflows and in silico experiments nanoHUB â€” Centralized platform
for computational nanotechnology research, education, and collaboration. In fact, you can observe that many
writers use paper and pen to make their ideas into the script. SlideShare â€” Community for sharing
presentations and other professional content. Kepler â€” Helps create, execute, and share models and analyses
across scientific and engineering disciplines. Tools have been developed to efficiently store and share data and
code. Sweave â€” Allows to embed the R code for complete data analyses in latex documents System in Cloud
â€” Platform, enabling clients to rapidly draw and execute data-flow diagram that run in cloud. Mendeley â€”
A platform comprising a social network, reference manager, article visualization tools. All our services will
provide you regarding your expectations in research. Google Scholar â€” Provides a way to broadly search for
scholarly literature across disciplines and sources. The software also supports team work, allowing you to
collaborate with your peers. Dryad â€” Data repository for any files associated with any published article in
the sciences or medicine. Pegasus â€” Platform that help workflow-based applications execute. Figshare â€”
Manage your research in the cloud and control who you share it with or make it publicly available and citable
GenBank â€” Gene sequence database provided by the National Center for Biotechnology Information.
Nanosupply â€” Platform facilitating sourcing and sharing of advanced materials for research and education.
The motivation behind this blog is to provide readers with a snapshot of popular tools in each category.
Software for academic writing Scrivener Scrivener is one of the most popular tools for academic writing out
there and for a very good reason. Basically, the software brings all the tools that you need into one place.
Plotly â€” Online tool to graph and share data. Work with data Benchling â€” Life science data management
and collaboration platform.


